Hi:
Attended the concrete foundation meeting today with the Lt. Governor, many affected area legislators and consumer, insurance and banking commissioners, Governor’s office, and AG staff.
There is a three phase investigation ongoing that will wrap up in the fall. Jonathan Harris and the AG staff did most of the briefing.
We are in a “discovery” phase now. A U Conn researcher has been retained.
There seem to be a limited number of formal complaints that have come forward – between 55 and 74.
The suggestion is we need the facts before proceeding to remedies.
There was a wide ranging discussion from various less costly ways to fix foundations to changing the building permitting/COP process to have more detail on related construction elements.
Will have monthly meetings on updates.
Aside from the agenda, there were no handouts.
Happy to provide more information from my notes in a call or otherwise.
Best,
Lyle Wray